
REPS Meeting Agenda 

Sunday, November 9, 6pm ET 

 

Attendees: Casey Davis, Dan Bullman, Chris Markman, Allyson Glazier, Rose 

Oliveira, Mary Margaret Grossberg, Mary Richardson, Annalisa Moretti 

  

Items: 

  

1. NEA Fall Symposium Meetup report 

Overall a good symposium.  Discussion at the end was a little weird because there 

wasn’t context for other sessions.  The session pitches were great and well 

received.  Group feedback at the end is useful, but wish had known more about it to 

be better prepared.  In context of student or early professional, getting more ideas 

through lightning talk sessions like the previous symposium was more relevant than 

this current symposium.  Meetup was a big success!  We have enough money for 

another meetup.  We also have 50 dollars for promo materials like stickers (bumper) 

or buttons.  Some sort of take aways for student orientations.   

  

2. Update from Rose and Dan on outreach to students 

Next orientation at Simmons will be in January.  They got to talk about REPS in Kathy 

Wisser’s class, and get their perspective.  Rose and Dan talking about coordinating a 

physical meeting. Skill shares might be a way to connect with students to bring them 

into REPS.  Maybe do an end of semester social event (partner with SCoSAA on 

that?)  Do we want to publicize what NEA REPS is already doing or conduct on 

campus event?  Work with other student groups.  Besides SCoSAA also check out 

the progressive librarian group.  Also, check out the art librarian group, Panopticon.   

  

3. Planning REPS Skill-shares 

i. Coordinate with education committee 

ii. A few guinea pigs 

iii. Technology platform to use? 

iv. How often? 

In person or virtual skill shares?  We can conduct them during the winter.  Definitely, 

coordinate with education committee, and keep this within REPS and Education 

committee parameters.  Don’t worry about a big press release.  Platform: go to 

meeting has a cap at 15 and more of a webinar platform than google hangouts.  Short 

survey for what timing and days REPS members prefer.  Look into recording 

capability for go to meeting or maybe use jing.  Also, request for presenters make 

slides available afterward.  REPS needs to take ownership of this project to make it 

successful rather than organize a working group.  Need to make sure we brand this 

correctly: push the peer aspect of the skillshare.  Casey will draft an email to the 

board this week about why we want to do the skillshare.  Annie will draft the survey.   



  

4. Update on REPS blog 

Dan wrote a reps recommends post that needs to be uploaded.  Annie will follow up 

with some people who were interested in writing for the blog.  Ask for info on the 

roundup like are you working on a cool project, doing an interesting 

internship?  Also, have you been to an interesting conference and what have you 

learned?  Annie can write up a job search post from her xp.  Mary can write a blog 

about her public library history project.   Casey could write about presenting at the 

symposium and how to adapt project to different repositories.   

5. Repository profile blog series 

  

6. Other ideas for future activities? 

Give reps events a break until after holidays.   

1. Meet-up with LGBTQ Roundtable? 

Yes, and wait until the spring. 

7. How are we doing overall? 

i. What can we do better? 

So we are on track. We meet enough but no too much.  We are ambitious yet 

balanced with our time and project management. 

8. Day of service report to NEA Newsletter 

i. Casey will send draft 

  

9. Other updates 

  

 


